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A theoretical investigation has been rxiAde to deterxnine
quAntit«tively the effects of temperature gradients, self-absorption,
and spectral line-shape on the apparent rotational temperatures of
OH.
Emission experiments have been performed on the inner
cone and on the outer cone of an oxygen-acetylene flame to
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appropriate spectroscopic notation for the
ground electronic state of OH
appropriate spectroscopic notation for the
first excited electronic state of OH
energy level
rotational quantum number
designations of an atomic orbital
maximum absorption coefficient
optical density of the emitters « product of partial




peak Intensity of radiation emitted from the K th
line
natural, collision, and doppler half-widths
integral of the spectral absorption coefficient for
the K*th line
velocity of light
number of molecules per unit volunie per unit
pressure in the upper energy state
total number of molecules per unit volunne per
unit pressure
frequency of the emitted or absorbed radiation
at the center of a line, which is obtained from the
Bohr frequency relation
matrix element corresponding to transitions




? { Vj ) volume dennity of bUckbody rAdiation *t the
"^ frequency xJa as given by the Planck
distribution tlw
fl (K) stAtistical weight of the upper energy state
involved in the given trAntition from level K
Q complete p&rtition function
T temperature of light source
h PlAnck's constant
k Doltcnr^ann constant
X Angstrom unit 3 lO' cm.
P{uJ^ ) spectral absorption coefficient at the line center

I. THEORETICAL INVESTIC^TIONS OF DISTORTIONS
PROCUCED BY Ti-MPEIL-iTURE GRADIENTS, SELF-
^i^BSORPTION. AND CHL^NCES IN SPECTRAL LINE-
SHLvPE
4\. Introduction
<k number of experimental studies tvAve been reported on the
population temper<ftturea of the Z —*- TT transitions of GH in
flames at low pressures ' ' and at atmospheric pressures. ' ' '
Using conventional techniques ' * ' to treat the experin^ental data.
the plots thAt are used for the determination of rotational temperatures
are sometimes fouid to exhibit discontinuities or curvatures both in
the region of sntall and of large values of the rotational energy E(K)
of the initial (upper) state. The discontinuities observed for small
values of K have been attributed to the formation of OH in the excited
electronic state by different chemical reactions leading to a bimodal
distribution of population densities, * to the falsification of
experimental data by absorption of emitted radiation by cooler gas layers
through which the flame is viewed. and to self absorption. ^ ' Some
of the observed curvatures for large values of K h*ve been interpreted
to indicate predlssociation according to the process
OH(^r ^) -^ oH(*r *) -^ o<'p) H(^s)
.
It has been reported previously^ ' that the best available intenoity
estinnates^ ' on OH indicate that the product of the maximum absorption
coefficient P^^ and of the optical density of the emitters X is not
small compared to unity for the more intense spectral lines of OH in
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represent^tive low pressure flames.
If P X is not small than the conventional interpretation
does not hold. Even the iso-intcnsity xnethod Ltils. Quantitative
studies of apparent rotatioiMl temperatures of OH in emission and
absorption for spectral lines with Doppler contour have been pub-
lished recently. It is the purpose of the precent paper to extend
these studies and to investigate theoretically the effects of tempera-
ture gradients, self-absorption, and spectral line-shape on the
apparent rotational temperatures of OH.
In Section B we exannine the effect of spectral line- shape and
of self-absorption on the use of the iso-intensity method for tempera-
ture determination in isothermal systems. Intensities of the K*th
spectral line relative to the first spectral line are plotted vs. the
rotational quantum number K in Figs. I to 3 for the P. -branch,
r -^ ^ Tf transitions of OH, (0, 0) band. The following para-
meters were used in these calc\ilations: a line-shape parameter a
which depends upon pressure and a self-absorption parameter e.
which depends upon the amount of OH present. Table I indicates a
large effect of C for small a , but results are quite insensitive
to £ for large a. The conclusion is reached that self-absorption
errors become more important aa the pressure is decreased. Be-
cause of the ambiguity of matching lines of equal intensity for small
values of a and large values of £. , the iso-intensity method cannot
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be used, even for isothermal systenns, At low pressures unless
Independent proof it provided that & < < 0. 3.
In Section C a two-path experiment is described for two
adjacent isothermal regions and for spectral lines with Doppler
contour. Equations are developed for calculating relative peak
intensities for two- path and for single -path experiments (I /I ). The
results are summarised in Figs. 5 to 8. A study of Figs. 5 to 8
clearly shows that the r«tio I/I is a very sensitive function of the
concentrations of OH in the two isothermal regions. Thus a two-
path experiment measuring peak intensities is a relatively sensitive
device for studying self-absorption and temperature distortion
quantitatively.
In Section D an absorption experiment is described for two
adjacent isothermal regions for spectral lines with Doppler contour.
It is shown that the results obtained in Section C may be reinterp-
reted to yield the absorptivity for discrete line sources by adjacent
isothermal regions. Unlike peak intensity determinations in two-
path experiments, the discrete line source experiment m*y be
feasible with ordinary spectroscopic apparatus.
In Section E two-path experiments for two adjacent ieothernvil
regions Arm considered for spectral lines with combined Doppler
«nd collision broadening.
In Section F absorjHion experiments are discussed for discrete
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line sources «ind two Adjacent isothermal regions for spectral lines
with combined Doppler and collision bro<idening.
The c^lcuUitions emphAsise the f^ct thiit definitive conclusions
regarding inter pret«ition of fl^me spectra are not easy to obt*in by
use of conventional low-roaolution spectroscopic studies of flames.
Multiple path experiments or absorption studies with discrete line
sources appear promising provided they Ate restricted to conditions
under which the spectral line-shape is known. AlteriMtely, the use
of interferoinetric studies zruiy be indicated.
B. Effect of Line«Shapc and of Self-Absorption on the Use of the
lao-intonsity Method for laothermitl systems
according to the iso-inten^ity method the temperature of a
radiator ia obtained from a comparison of two spectral lines which
•ire of eq\ial intensity. Let a(K) be the total intensity of the line
identified by the index k,. Then, for spectral lines with Doppler
(8)
contour, '
a(k)/a(k') .[i^^(K)/i^^(i.')][iijo/ i^^„(;'')]x U(i Vtdold)
where I (K) is the pe^k intensity emitted from the K*th line,
m<ix ' r- '
X)j (K) is the frequency at the line center of the K'th line, and ^ (r )
is a known function of the value of P X for the L'th line and ismax
plotted in Ref. 8. Here P is the maxinnum spectral absorption
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coefficient *nd X is the optical deasity. The line-shApe for combined
Doppler-«ind collision-broadening is described by the pArameter
* .(bj^ + b^) (in 2)*^^bj5 (2)
where b^^, b-, and b^. denote, respectively, the naturdil, the
collision, And Doppler Iwilf- widths. In gener«il bj^<<.b^ And a —
for pure Doppler-bro^dening.
In order to emph*sixe th«t Eq. (1) appliea to spectral lines
with Doppler contour we shall write it as
^(a - 0, K)/A(a - 0, K*) - [l^^^^U « 0, ^ )/X,^^U 0. k')J
The effect of line-shape, under isothe renal conditions, on
the use of the iso-intensity method m«iy be determined by evaluating
the r«tio /\(a, K)//i(a, K ). This result can be obtained most
conveniently by using Cq. (1*) in conjunction with the "curves of
growth". ^"^^
The ordinate of the curve of growth is proportional to A(a, K)
for ^„j^,jX(K). Thus the ratio ^(a, K)/^(<4 « 0, K) can be obUined
simply by reading the ordinate corresponding to the known v^lue of




AU,K)/aU,k') «l[.iU.K)/AU ' 0, K)] /[>v(a,K*)/aU « 0, K) •
X JaU » 0, K)/a(» • 0. k')J . <3)
The results for K » 1 of representative c*lculAtions at
3000^K, using Eqs. (U) *nd (3) together with the "curves of growth"
I for the P. -branch of the r -^ TT transitions of OH, (0, 0)-bAndJ,
are plotted in Figs. 1 to 3 for * 0.005, * 0.05, *nd * * 2,
respectively. The self-4kb8orption parameter £ again refers to
the value of 1 - exp (-P X) for the first Line of the P, -branch
'^ * nvax ' 1
and assumes the values 0. 3, 0. 7, and 0. 95.
In order to illustrate the combined effects of line-shape and
self-absorption on lines of equal intensity, from which conclusions
might be drawn concerning the "temperature", the resi4ts listed
in Table I may be consulted. In Table I the lines of intensity
closest to the intensity for K « 3 and K 6 have been tabulated for
different values of B. and of a. Reference to the data uhown in
Table I indicates a large effect of £ for small a, but the results
are quite insensitive to £. for large a. Hence the conclusion is
reached that self-absorption errors become more important as the
pressure is reduced, i.e., as a is decreased, r^ more quantitative
conclusion is Justified only if absolute values are known for a in
flames, Jtrhich is not the case at the present time.
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BecAUse of the ambiguity in matching lines of equ^l
intensity for anuill v«t.lues of *. ^nd L^rge values of jE, the iso-
intensity method cannot be used, even for isothermal systems, at
low pressures unless independent proof is provided that £ <<, 0. 3.
If £. is sufficiently small then it can be shown that
A(a,K)Ma.K') - S^^ (K)/S^^(k') (4)
Table I. Effect of £, and a on Lines of Equal Total Intensity.
K value of line with intensity closest to K « 3 for
£ » 0. 3
a = O.OOS 13
A » 0.05 13
a - 2 IS
K value of line with intensity closest to K « 6 for
£ 0.3 £ * 0.7 e = 0.95
a * 0.005 10 11 14
a • 0.05 10 U IS
a « 2 10 10 10
where S . (K) is the integral of the spectral absorption coefficient
for the K'th line. Here ^^^(^) 1^ given by the expression^ '
•






S^(K) . (64w^3c^ NJK)[xJ^ JK)]^ [ ^iu<-^)] >/|4J^)] (5)
where c ^ velocity of light; N « n\ixnber of molecules per unit
volume per unit pressure in the upper energy stAte; iL « fre-
quency of the emitted or absorbed ra.dl*tion «t the center of the
line, which is obtained from the Bohr frequency relation; q^ «
matrix element cor re:; ponding to transitions between the tviro given
energy states; and p ( l^ ) volume density of blackbody
radiation at the frequency \Jj as given by the Planck distribution
law. The quantity N^(K) may be replaced by N^(K) Ng (K) x
jexp (•£ (K)/kTu)( /Q where N total number of molecules per
unit volume per unit pressure, g^i^"^) * statistical weight of the
upper energy state involved in the given transition, Q complete
partition function, and the expression for 3y (K) maybe rewritten
as
S^ JK) . (64w^3c^ Ng^(K) [ ^ JV')] f q^^ (K)]
xrexp[- EJK)/kTu]l Q'* c"*
f
/^
[ ^/u^^'^1 1 ' <^*^














in this Lkst axpreasion every qtx<intity is known for a given
piAir of lines, except the temperature T . Hence £q. (6a) can be
used to obtain T as
o
kjn *
This principle is used in conventiooAl iso-intensity methods for
measuring temperatures Although the ApproxliTwttion l^ (i. )^1^ {± )
is usually Added.
It is clear from the preceding discussion that the practical
use of Eq. (6b) depends on the identity of ^(a,K)/A(a,K ) with
t
S^ W/Sm IK ). The liraiUtions concerning this relation have
been discussed in connection with Figs. 1 to 3 and Table I.
C. Two- Path Experiments for Non-laothermal Regions (Spectral
Lines with Doppler Contour. Peak Intenaitica).
Calculations which are ntade in this section correspond to
the assumed experimental Arrangement illustrated in Fig. 4. The
OH concentrAtion is treAted as a VArLable parameter both in the
hot region < E ^ U " *xp i'^ ^)1 f ^^^ ^^ ^^* cool region
I E ^
\l - exp (- ^ X
'"^^ M V ^^ ^' physically reasonable to assume
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C^lculAtions h^vc been CArri«d out for pe<tk Intensities
And for spectral lines with Doppler contour. Pe^k intensities,
even for low-pressure flames with Doppler-broadened lines, h^ve
not been measured. Such measurements might be possible with
An interferometer. In particulAr, it is cle^r that the results of
the present calculations do not apply to observational data obtained
with a low- resolution spectrograph.
Referring to Fig. 4 the peak Intensity I for the spectral
line whose center lies at iX may be written as follows:
* r'( iJyJ [l - «P (-P„^.'X*)]..P (-P^.X) .xp (-P„Jx')
R( l)^ J [l - .xp (-^^,X)] .xp (- JP^;x'( .xp (-P^,X)
(7)
wh.ro r it the r.flectivlty of th. mirror And th. other ymbol.




C • • • '
)
41 > exp (-P X-P X ) -f r oxp (-P X - 2P X )C
r exp (-2P X - 3P x')
*^
^ inAx nwkx '
+ R ( djij[} ' «^p <-P„u.x''^)] «p (-^ *x')xn«ix
ll^rexp(-P X - 2P 'x')|.. (7*)
Using PUnck't bUckbody distribution for R(lL ) it follows th^t
R ( li£^)/R( li^J '•xpj- (h lit^/-^) [(1/t')-(1/T)J(.
H«nctt Eq. (7a) bscomes
1/R ( l)/J - ll - •^P (-^^..X)( exp (-P^,'x')
{
^-(h U^ „/k)[(l/T')-(l/T)|[l - ..p (-P„JX)]
'x')| .




x3lfexp(-P X-P 'x') + r exp (-P X-2^ *x')
» ^ ' m«ix m^x ' *^ * nrvAx mAX '
+ r exp (-2P X - 3P X L (7b)
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For re*son«ble values of T And T ^nd for unit reflectivity of
the mirror we obtAim
(8)
I
If I represents the intensity for the single p^th, then
Id R( l3£^)e (1 - t) whence
1/l'cf 1 ^ (1 .e) (1 - £)^ . <9)
I
The observable ratio I/l has been calcuUtted as a function
of K for various values of &(K 1) and 6 (K « 1) for the
P. -branch and T —^ TT transitions of OH. Results are plotted
in Figs. 5 to 8. Reference to Figs. 5 to 8 shows that the intensity
ratio I(K)/I (K) is a very sensitive function of the self absorption
parameters £ and £ . It is clear that the Intensity ratio for two-
path experiments would be a much less sensitive function of £* and
£. for nneasurements of total intensity.
The important result derived irom the present calculations
is that even for values of £ as small as 0.3 the ratio I(h)/I(K )
is appreciably less than two for the stronger lines. In other words,
a two-path experiment measuring peak intensities is a relatively
sensitive device for studying self-absorption ^nd temperature-
distortion quantitatively. j\.» will be shown In the following Section




which p«Ak intansitiea Are measured.
D. fvbtorptlon Experiment for Non-IaothermAl Reglone (Spectral
Linea with Popple r Contour, Pe^k Intensities).
Because of the experiznent^^l difficulties Arising from ioAdequAte
resolving power in the oaeAsurement of pe^k intensities for two*p»th
experiments, it is of interest to consider the use of absorption
experiments using discrete line sources.
CAlcuLitions which «ire nwde in this section correspond to
the Assunned experimental Arrengement illustrated in Fig. 9. The
light source r«idlAtes *t the center of a given spectral line as a
blAckbody At the temperAture T .
Referring to Fig. 9, the trAnsmitted intensity I* for the
spectrAl line whose center lies At }Jj mey be written as follows:
I. . R(T,) .xp {IP^\' - P^,X)
R(T)[l - .xp (-P^,.X)] .xp (-P 'x')
r(t')[i-,xp(-p^;x)]
mAx
exp (-P X - ? 'x'). (10)*^
* mAX RIAX ' * '
For T^>VT. T And e^P (-^^^^X), "P (-P,^, X )« 1.
1 *= R(T ) exp (-2P_ 'x' - P X). (10a)




I-yRiT ) a exp (-2P 'x' - P X)
* s' '^ * max max '
4 R(t')/R(T^) [l - axp (-P^,,'x')
j
x\ I + exp (-P X - P 'x')
\
'^ * COAX max ' ]
+ R(T)/R(T^)|^1 - .xp (-P^^^X)]exp (-P^^'x') (10b)
or
IVR(T ) « •xp (-2P X - P X)
* •' *^ * mux max '
+ expr-(hi^^/k)|^(l/T')-(l/T^)j|[l - •xp(-P^,'x')]
x\l - exp (-P X . P 'x')1
I
*^ * mAx max ' J
•xp|-(h l!^^/k)[(l/T') - (l/T,)]l
X [l - exp (-P^^X)] exp (-P^Jx*). (lOc)
In general we may neglect the radiation from the region at tempera-
tare T ^nd use the relation
I*/R(T ) « exp (-2P 'x' - P X)
* ' '^ ^ max max '
+ expf- (hlJ^^/k)[^(l/T). (l/T^)Jj
x[l - exp (-P„^^X)Jexp (-P_ Jx')max





If T >^T, AB should be the c«se for * good absorption
experiment, then
X-(h 2Jlf^/^)\i^/T^ ' (1/Tj]trexp (. h ijfJkT).
But hl)/k = hccu/k 1.432 And exp (-h OjJkT)
^ exp (1.432 X 30, 000/3000) 2? exp (-14).
Hence for T.>>T £q. (lOd) nwiy be written a*
I*/R<T^)^ (I - CV(1 -e). (U)
CompArieon of Eqs. (9) and (11) shows thAt the trAnsndtted
intensity divided by the incident intensity from a discrete line source
is nearly equal to I/I • 1 where I/I is the ratio of the intensity
of the flame for a double-path experiment to the intensity of the
flame for a single-path experiment. Figures (5) to (8) may then
I
be reinterpreted in such a way that I/I - 1 represents the trans-
mis sivity of the flame for discrete radiation.
I I
Since I/I or I/I - 1, for measurements of peak intensities.
are very sensitive functions of the self absorption parameters £
and E . it follows that 1*/R(T ) is also a sensitive function of £
and
€. . Unlike peak intenjity determinations in tvro-path
experiments, the discrete line source experiment may be feasible
with ordinary spectroscopic apparatus by using as source OH in a
discharge tube or else an excited metal line which coincides
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exACtly with A lin« of OH. * In this connection it is of interest
o
to note that the 3063.97 A line of tungsten coincides with the 10'
line of the (0. 0) b^nd. ^Z -^ ^TT transitions of OH.
E. Two-Path /experiments for Non-IaothermAl Regions (Spectral
Lines with Conr^bined Doppler and Collision Broadening.
Peak Intensities).
The calciUations sumznarized in this section again correspond
to the experimental arrangement illustrated in Fig. 4 of Section B.
The parameter P must now be replaced by P( a_>^ ) where
P(Cl). ), the spectral absorption coefficient at the line center, is
to be evaluated for combined Doppler- and collision- broadening.




erfc (a) « [z/w^^^^^j j|exp (-x^)]dx.
Equation (9) may be rewritten as
in ii 14(1- s^^^) (1 - f'jj.c^^ <^*>
^ /absorption experiments using discrete lines as source have





£^^^ . I - exp[. (P^,,X) erfc U) exp U^)] . (13)
g'^^^ . i - •xp[-(P^Jx ) erfc U) exp (** ^)]. (13*)
«nd A represents the llne-slwpe parAineter for the g^ses At the
temperature T .
The r*tio I/I h^s been CAlcul^ted for aba ranging from
to 10. £ (K > I) > 0. 7. ^ '(K > I) > 0. 1 and 0. 5, for the
P|-br*nch, (0, 0)-bAnd and r -^ TT transitions of OH. Results
are plotted in Figs. 10 and it. Reference to Figs. 10 «ind 11 shows
th^t two-p*th experiments will yield results which are sensitive
functions of the line-shApe parAtneter a, with distortion of
experimental dat* by self-Absorption diminishing as the numericAl
vAlue of A is increAsed, under otherwise compArAble experimentAl
conditions.
F. PeAk Abaorptidn Experiments for Non-IsothermAl Regions
(SpectrAl Lines with Combined Peppier And Collision BroAdenlng^
CAlculAtions in this section correspond to the experiznentAl
ArrAngement illustr*ted in Fig. 9 of Section C with P
replAced by P(*43. ). Here P(<c>/ ) AgAin depends on P And a
AS shown in Eq. (12).
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Equiitlon (11) now b«com«s
'
.1
where £ n.mC ^^^ ^ D.C ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^Q^^l ^<^ ^4** (^3)
and (13a). Comparlaon of Eqa. (9*) and (ll«k.) shows that
I*/RTc a I/I • 1 is obtained simply by reinterpreting the ordinates
of Figs. 10 and 11. Hence the same conclusions apply to absorp-
tion experiments with discrete sources *s to measurements of peak
intensities for two-path experiments.
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n. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES ON /vCETYJLENE-OXYGEN
FLAMES BURNING AT i».TMOS?HERIC PRESSURE
A. D»«criptiop of ^vpp«tr«ttut
1. Spectrograph*
The Arrangement for the experiment is illustrated in the photo-
gr«iph of Fig. 12. RAdi^tion from the fUme F, ia focused on the slit
S, of the 1.5 meter grating spectrograph SG, by a quarts lens L of
3 inch focAl length And 1. 4 inches in diameter. The grating used in
the instrument hAs a rAdius of curv.Ature of 1.5 meters, length of line
1 inch and a niled surfAce 2 inches in width. There Are 24, 400 lines
o
per inch, giving a lineAr dispersion of ApproxlmAtely 7.0 A per nun
in the first order. The rAdiation is reflected from the grAting C,
onto A 15 inch strip of 35 nun film in the CAmerA C. The CAmerA is
provided with a rAtchet Alloviring ten settings on eAch filzn. It was
found thAt not more thAn three settings, together with a setting for
the compArison spectrum, could be used without producing over-
lApping of the spectrum lines.
2. Densitonrieter**
The relAtive intensities of the spectrum lines were obtAined
* A stAndArd 1.3 meter applied ResoArch LAborAtories Dietert
grAting spectrogrAph was uced.
** The densitometer used is Model No. 5400 And was menufActured
by the /applied ReseArch LAborAtories in ClendAle, CaliforniA.
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by m«An« of a recording inatruxncnt ^nd aIso by using * visual Film
CompArAtor D«nsitonneter.
3. FUme
An oxygen-Acetylene welder's torch tip was used «s light
source since it is known tlukt in the oxygen-ACctylene fl*ine the OH
b^nds Appear with very high intensity. Diameters of burners used
were . 0465 inches And . 07 inches. TAnk gAses^ were employed And
controlled At Approximately 5 lb/in gAuge pressure by regulators
on the tAnks. Needle VAlves controlled the flow of gAs into a mixing
chAznber on the bAck of a boArd, B. The mixing chAmber, a CAst
iron pipe, was ApproximAtely 3 inches in diameter and 18 inches long,
And filled with gUss beAds. CAlibrAted flow meters, CF, of the
floAting ball type were used for flow meAsurements Cf. Fig. 12 ,
roAdings were AccurAte to About 5 per cent.
4. Film CAlibration
Q
Fxxlly exposed filzn in the 3100 ^ region could be obtAined,
using EAStmAn Spectrum .inalysis Film No. 1, in ^hout 3 minutes
when the spectrogrAph was focused on the loner cone; exposures of
About 15 minutes were required for meAsurements on the outer cones,
LeAn mixture rAtios, corresponding to Approxinoately one half of
stoichiometric, were used. ^ rotating four step sector, SS, was
* The gases were purchAsed from Llnde Air Products Co.
Gas purities were specified by the mAnufacturer as follows:
oxygen 99.7 per cent and acetylene, 98 per cent.
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provided on the spectrograph by means of which film calibration
could be obtained, following standard procedures. '
The film was processed with Eastnvan Developer D-19
and Film Fixer F-5. Four minutes was allowed for developing
and 10 minutes for fixing. The film was then washed for 10 minutes
in tap water, followed by washing in distilled water.
5. Alignment of r'lame
The flame was aligned with respect to the spectrograph by
forming a real inriage of a 6 to 8 volt head lamp bulb, which was
placed At the position of the camera. The primary slit of the
spectrograph, as well as the secondary aperture, were opened
fully, and the lavage of the lamp, after passing through the spectro-
graph, was focused over the burner tip in the region of the flame
which vMis to be photographed. The two-path experiment was per-
formed by aligning the spherical mirror. M (focal length of
19 inches), so that the region of the flanne to be studied was centered
at the radius of curvature of the mirror.
B. Methods for Determining the Rotational Temperature of the
Upper Energy State
1. Standard Ennission Experiment
In order to determine the rotational temperature of OH from
emission spectra in the absence of self-absorption, the following






cD £ (K) kT
where i R^^dlJ is proportional to the measured pe«ik intensity
JL\X
of A line obtained with a low- resolution spectrogrAph; values of iJ, ,
ftu(^ J ) • *^"<^ ^ (^) ^vc been defined in Part I and are tab-
ulated in the report of Oieke and Crosswhite. ' In practice it is
convenient to utilise Eq. (14) in the form






Equations (14) and (15) apply only to isothernrval systems.
2. Two-FWth Experiments for Isothermal Systems
In order to determine the rotational temperature of OH from
a two-path experiment it is necessary first to estimate a value for
the line -shape parameter, a. Once a is known, we nnay obtain
P X from theoretical curves aiving f as a function of P Xmax • " max
for isothermal systems, ' where f corresponds to the observable
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r^tio of toUl intensity for the single-pAth to the double-p^th. The
tamper^ture ixMy then be obtained from the equation '
b i . . 1/kT .
3 (E - h )
(16)
^11 errors arising from self-Absorption ^re eliminated by using
£q. (16) which, however, is VAlid only for isothermal emitters And
requires Accurate estiniAtes of both a And of P X. At the
— IHAX
present time the uncertAinties in the vaIus of a Are such thAt no
SAtisfACtory ApplicAtion of Cq. (16) is possible.
C. ExperimentAl lUt^ on .vcetylone-Oxygen FlAmes *
1. StAndArd Ennission Experiment on the Inner Cone
A temperAture of 3270 K was obtAined from a stAndArd
emission experinnent on the "inner cone" with An oxygen-ecetylene
flAmc In which the fuel to oxygen rAtio was one quArter of the
stoichiometric rAtio. The CAlculAted And experimentAl dAtA which
were used in Eq. (15) Are sunrunArixed in TAble II And Are plotted in
Fig. 13. Reference to Fig. 13 shows considerAble scAtter of the
experimental dAtA especiAlly for the points corresponding to smAll
* The experimentAl dAtA refer to the P.-brAOch, T —>> TT
trAnsition. (0. 0)-bAnd of OH.
(
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VAlues of K. It should be noted that the «fcpp*rent rot*tionAl tem-
perature is somewhAt higher than the «idi<ib*tic fLime temperature,
in Accordance with the experimental findings of other investigators.
However, the 8ignific44nce of this result cannot bo assessed with-
out Auxilia.ry studies concerning distortion of datA by temperature
gradients «nd by self-absorption.
2. Two-P«ith £]q>eriments on the Outer Cone
AS A first Attempt to Assess the suitability of two-pAth
experiments for spectroscopic studies of flAmes burning At Atmos-
pheric pressure, meASurements were performed on the outer cone
of An AC otylene -oxygen flAme (fuel to oxygen rAtio equAl to one h^lf
of the stoichiometric vaIuc). ConsiderAble CAre was exercised in
order to Align the sphericAl mirror properly.
The results of a single-pAth And of a two-pAth experiment
are sumnnArised in TAble III. ConventionAl plots, using Eq. (15),
of the experimentAl dAtA Are shown in Figs. 14 And 15. ^ippArent
temperAtures of About 4000 K were obtAined, Although the scAtter
of the experimentAl dAtA was considerAble.
It is cleAr thAt the AppArent rotAtionAl temperAtures Are too
high since they exceed the AdlAbAtic flAme temperAture in a region
in which thermodynAmic equilibrium is known to exist. It is, how-
ever. aAsily shown thAt the results Are not significAnt And thAt




In T^ble IV the measured intensity r^tio for the two-pAth
experiment to the single-p^th experiment is shown as a function
of K. Reference to T^ble IV shows that R goes through a
pronounced minimum near K » 6, the m*xiniiun difference in
intensity corresponding to ^bout 40 /o. a result of this eort is
in Accord with the idea that the concentration of OH id too large
to justify the use of conventional methods of interpretation of
experimental data.
In view of the lack of quantit<itive information concerning
the line-shape pAri^mcter a, it is not possible to use the data
shown in Table IV for quantitative estimates of T . However, it
is clear that for all possible values of a, the value of P X, for*^
— nnax
example, for line line K * 2, cannot be small compared to unity.
For a s 2, the use of available theoretical d^Uk^ ' leads to results
such as P (9)X^ 16. P (2)X^ 6. etc. , which are in rough
max^ ' max^ » . t o
accord with theoretical predictions based on absolute intensity
estimates for representative lines of OH. '
Unfortunately time did not permit more extensive quantitative
applications of two-path experiments. On the basis of the results
obtained in the present investigations it is apparent that the use of
multiple-path techniques for quantitative measurements on the
inner cones of flames burning at atmospheric pressure presents
considerable experimental and theoretical difficulties. However,
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tho method AppMirs to be relatively easy to apply if one is
Interested only in determining sexni- quantitatively the extent of
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Table IV. Kleaaured Intensity Ratio for Two-Path Experiment
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FIG. 4. SCHEMATIC ARRANGEMENT OF TWO-PATH EXPERIMENT
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FIG. 9. SCHEMATIC ARRANGEMEN-^ OF ABSORPTION EXPERIMENT
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